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Anderson Dovilas (born in Port-au-Prince), and grew up in Mirebalais, 

Haiti, the city where his parents were born. There he went to Jean 

Phillipe Daut Elementary School. Later, he attended Lycée Antenor 

Firmin High School and Catherine Flon High School. He went on to 

study linguistics and psychology at the State University of Haiti. Today, 

he is working on his master’s degree at Corner Stone University of 

Florida in International Community Development. He lost his mother at 

the age of 15 after a terrible car accident in Port-au-Prince on February 

26, 2001. At the age of 16 he founded AJHEIN (Association of Haitian 

Youth for the Blossoming of New Ideas) to encourage and engage the 

youth in cultural and literary activities. Just one year later, his father 

would pass away due to kidney failure. Anderson subsequently assumed 

responsibility of his two younger brothers. Today, one is a physician, 

and the youngest is working for his ministry. Six months after his 

father’s death, he joined the cultural association ZETOPACH, founded by Guy Saintil, to continue with 

theater and make social progress in Haiti. Together, they have set up a scholarship that has enabled many 

young people to benefit from free schooling. 

 

At the Anderson Dovilas Foundation, we believe a community is only as strong as the individuals it 

serves. That’s why we’ve developed tools and processes that empower, educate and nurture youth and 

seniors living in Haiti. Through our dedication to growth and development and our passion for building 

a family-like network, we remain committed to achieving our vision of improving the quality of life for 

those Haitians who seek to thrive. 

  

Our mission was accomplished, we had a great time in Haiti. One thing I can say is that I was amazed by 

the entrepreneurial spirit of the Haitian people. They would spend the little money they had to buy 

chickens to grow for food or to sell.  Unfortunately, sometimes instead of school supplies, the families 

have no choice but to use money to buy food, and that is where the Anderson Dovilas Foundation steps 

in. We are here to help however we can to empower the people of Haiti and provide them with the aid 

and assistance they need. Thank you for allowing us to serve you. 

 

Stay connected with Anderson Dovilas or to donate to his foundation at: 

Facebook: @andydovilas or @andersondovilasfoundationinc 

Instagram: @andydovilasfoundation 

 


